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Continuum solvation models are widely used to accurately estimate solvent effects on energy,
structural and spectroscopic properties of complex molecular systems. The polarizable continuum
model 共PCM兲 is one of the most versatile among the continuum models because of the variety of
properties that can be computed and the diversity of methods that can be used to describe the solute
from molecular mechanics 共MM兲 to sophisticated quantum mechanical 共QM兲 post-self-consistent
field methods or even hybrid QM/MM methods. In this contribution, we present a new formulation
of PCM in terms of a free energy functional whose variational parameters include the continuum
polarization 共represented by the apparent surface charges兲, the solute’s atomic coordinates and—
possibly—its electronic density. The problem of finding the optimized geometry of the 共polarized兲
solute, with the corresponding self-consistent reaction field, is recast as the minimization of this free
energy functional, simultaneously with respect to all its variables. The numerous potential
applications of this variational formulation of PCM are discussed, including simultaneous
optimization of solute’s geometry and polarization charges and extended Lagrangian dynamics. In
particular, we describe in details the simultaneous optimization procedure and we include several
numerical examples. © 2010 American Institute of Physics. 关doi:10.1063/1.3454683兴
I. INTRODUCTION

The great success achieved in recent years by continuum
solvation models1 in the description of properties and processes of solvated molecular systems is a clear indication of
the maturity reached by these methods both in their theoretical formulation and computational implementation. Nowadays, continuum solvation models are available in most computational packages for molecular modeling, both at classical
and quantum mechanical 共QM兲 levels of description. In addition, they have been extended in many different directions
so that they are no more limited to calculations of solvation
energies, but they can be applied to study chemical and biochemical reactivity, molecular spectroscopy, and many other
processes in solution. At the same time, continuum solvation
models have been extended to simulate not only standard
isotropic liquids, but also much more complex environments
such as liquid crystals, polymeric matrices, interphases, and
even metal particles.2
One of the distinct advantages of continuum solvation
models is that they do not need any configurational averaging over explicit solvent molecules because such an average
is implicitly taken into account in the macroscopic properties
used to characterize the solvent. This is also one of the main
reasons why continuum solvation models are particularly attractive from the computational standpoint. Another important feature is the fact that they provide a very accurate and
computationally affordable way to treat the long-range eleca兲
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trostatic forces. At the same time they can easily include
those polarization effects which are often neglected in explicit approaches to solvation modeling, for instance in molecular dynamics 共MD兲 simulations, because of the added
computational cost their description would entail. For all
these reasons, continuum solvation models are particularly
appealing and effective, as compared to other approaches
based on an explicit description of the individual solvent
molecules, whenever the interest is focused not on the properties of the system as a whole, but rather on the effects that
the immediate environment at the microscopic level has on a
specific subset of the system, e.g., a single solute molecule, a
cluster, or any other supramolecular entity.
Among the most successful and widely used continuum
solvent models, the polarizable continuum model 共PCM兲1,3,4
exploits an apparent surface charge 共ASC兲 density 共s兲 to
represent the polarization of the dielectric continuum. The
ASC density 共s兲 is placed on the surface of a cavity defined
by the solute-solvent interface and containing the solute 共a
single molecule or—as previously noted—a more complex
entity兲. Once a solute-solvent interface has been defined, an
integral equation to determine 共s兲 can be formulated using
the electrostatic properties of the solute’s charge density 共r兲
at the surface. The standard approach for the numerical solution of such equation is to discretize the solute-solvent interface in a collection of surface elements. This turns the
integral equation for 共s兲 into a set of coupled linear equations whose unknowns 兵qi其 are the expansion coefficients
that provide the optimal representation of 共s兲 within a cer-
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tain basis set. These coefficients can be regarded as polarization charges located at the representative points of the surface elements, whose interaction with 共r兲 amounts to twice
the electrostatic component of the free energy of solvation,
as an equivalent measure of energy is spent to polarize the
dielectric. If the method used to describe the charge density
共r兲 allows for the solute to be polarized, then PCM is able
to account for the mutual polarization of solute and dielectric
continuum, i.e., implicitly provides a route for the variational
minimization of the parameters involved in the description of
both 共r兲 and 共s兲. Recently, a continuous surface charge
共CSC兲 formalism5 has been established for the formulation
and the practical implementation of the PCM models, which
is robust, smooth, and free of the singularities and the discontinuities typically introduced by the discretization of the
solute-solvent interface.
In this paper we present a new variational formulation of
the PCM model in which the PCM charges 兵qi其 are not determined by solving the proper coupled linear equations for
each solute’s geometry and/or at each iteration of the selfconsistent field 共SCF兲 procedure 共involved in most QM descriptions of the solute electronic density兲. On the contrary,
in the present variational formulation, the solute’s atomic
coordinates, its electronic density, and the PCM polarization
charges 兵qi其 are treated on the same footing and simultaneously as independent variables. This is made possible by
defining a proper free energy functional of the solute and
continuum dielectric system, which depends on all these
variables, and whose full variational minimization leads to
the free energy of the 共polarized兲 solute at its equilibrium
geometry in solution.
In the literature it is possible to find a few attempts6–14 to
reformulate the solution of Poisson’s equation as the variational minimization of a functional 共see Ref. 6 for a detailed
discussion兲. Among the functionals proposed in the literature, to the best of our knowledge, the one proposed by
Attard13,14 is the only free energy functional suitable for an
ASC approach to continuum solvation, being the independent polarization variable a surface charge distribution rather
than a three-dimensional vector field, charge distribution, or
potential.
With respect to previously proposed ones, the PCM free
energy functional we introduce in this paper has several distinct advantages. First of all, it provides a valid definition of
the energy for the system also away from the minimum in
each of the sets of variables, i.e., also for a polarization of the
continuum dielectric which is not in equilibrium with the
solute’s charge distribution 共in the sense that it does not satisfy Poisson’s and associated PCM integral equations兲. Second, it fully maintains the generality of the PCM family of
models in the sense that it can be formulated, as described in
Ref. 5, independently of the details of the definition and
discretization of the solute-solvent interface, and it can as
well be applied to the calculation of molecular structural and
spectroscopical properties. Moreover, in the limit of high dielectric constants, the corresponding free energy functional
and associated integral equation for the “conductorlike”
model15,16 are naturally recovered. From the point of view of
efficiency, the evaluation of the PCM free energy functional
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and its derivatives with respect to the different groups of
variables can be formulated so that no computationally expensive operation, like matrix inversion, is required. Finally,
the PCM free energy functional is proved to be free of discontinuities with respect to changes in the total surface area
of the solute-solvent interface due to changes in the position
of the atoms of the solute, i.e., with changes in the number of
surface elements in contact with the dielectric continuum.
The functional maintains its continuity even as the changes
in the solute-solvent interface take place when the polarization variables are not optimized and thus do not satisfy the
PCM equations.
The potential applications of the PCM free energy functional are extremely promising. First, it will allow for the
simultaneous optimization with respect to the geometry of
the solute, its electronic density, and the polarization charges.
Such a strategy is likely to be appealing whenever a cheap
method is used to describe the solute 关a semiempirical
method or molecular mechanics 共MM兲兴, where the cost of
solving the PCM equations is presently by far the most expensive step in the calculation. This is also relevant in
QM/MM calculations, e.g., according to the ONIOM
scheme,17–19 since the most effective geometry optimization
strategies involve the full relaxation of the geometry of the
MM layer after each step in the QM region.20 The MM layer
is typically the largest part of the real system and the one
with the largest contact surface with the dielectric continuum, so that a simultaneous approach to the optimization
of geometry and polarization would be most beneficial. Another area of application of a PCM free energy functional is
state-specific excited state solvation and, more generally, the
evaluation of the self-consistent reaction field corresponding
to a post-SCF one-particle density matrix, where the presence of the dielectric continuum couples the various terms
共SCF density, molecular orbital relaxation terms, amplitudes
of excited determinants, etc.兲 contributing to the one-particle
density.21–24 A Lagrangian formulation of these post-SCF
methods including the PCM free energy functional would
constitute a promising route toward the simultaneous variational minimization of all the parameters involved in the calculation of the free energy in solution. Finally, an extended
Lagrangian MD method can be derived from the PCM free
energy functional,6,25 in which the polarization charges become dynamical variables with their own fictitious mass.
Such an approach could be further extended by coupling it
with methods like Car–Parrinello26 or atom-centered density
matrix propagation27 where also the electronic degrees of
freedom are propagated as dynamical variables with a suitable fictitious mass.
Among the potential applications listed above, in this
paper we limit our discussion to the specific case of the simultaneous optimization of geometry and polarization, when
the solute is described at the MM level. In this way we are
able to focus our attention on the details of the continuum
solvent model, without additional complications arising from
the description of the solute’s charge density at the QM level
or the introduction of the explicit time evolution of the variables involved in the evaluation of the free energy functional.
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Further extensions of the formalism and the implementation
to more advanced applications are being actively investigated.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we first
describe the variational formulation of the PCM model in
terms of integral operators. Then we introduce the discretization of the solute-solvent interface and we translate the
PCM free energy functional into a more practical matrix expression. We show that there are no discontinuities arising
from changes in the geometry of the solute from the PCM
energy functional. Lastly, we describe the derivatives of the
free energy functional with respect to all the variables it depends on and the corresponding working expressions for
their efficient evaluation. In Sec. III we report the results of
some example calculations, including in particular simultaneous optimizations of the geometry of the solute and of the
PCM discretized surface charge density.
II. A VARIATIONAL FORMULATION OF THE PCM
MODEL

In this section we introduce a common formal framework for a variational formulation of the PCM models. We
start from the definition of the physical problem in terms of
integral operators, then we introduce an optimal discretization of the solute-solvent interface, according to the CSC
formalism,5 which is both robust and smooth with respect to
changes in the parameters defining the model. A new version
of the PCM equations is obtained, which is equivalent for all
practical purposes to the existing ones, but has the distinct
advantage of being best suited to reformulate the PCM problem as an actual variational minimization of a free energy
functional which includes both the solute’s internal energy
and its interaction with the solvent. In the following we will
focus our attention only on the terms explicitly associated
with the solvent and assume that the solute’s internal energy
is computed according to the proper functional corresponding to the level of theory being used. The free energy functional introduced here is then proved to be free of discontinuities with respect to changes in the solute’s geometry, so
that it can be applied to describe situations where the solvent
polarization and the solute’s geometry change independently.
Finally, the derivatives of the PCM free energy functional
with respect to both the atomic positions of the solute and the
solvent polarization variables are described.
A. PCM energy functional in terms of integral
operators

The PCM model solves the Poisson equation in the presence of a dielectric medium outside a cavity C which hosts
the solute. The surface ⌫ = C is the boundary of this cavity
and represents the interface between solute and solvent. The
electrostatic potential 共r兲 is the solution of Poisson’s
equation28
ⵜ · 关共r兲 ⵜ 共r兲兴 = − 4共r兲,

共1兲

where 共r兲 is the nuclear and electronic charge density of the
solute, and the dielectric constant function assumes, for a
homogeneous solvent, the simple form

共r兲 =

再

1 r苸C
 r 苸 C,

冎

共2兲

where  is the macroscopic dielectric permittivity of the solvent. Using Eq. 共2兲 and the appropriate boundary conditions,
the problem in Eq. 共1兲 is solved, and the polarization of the
medium is represented by an ASC density 共s兲 with s 苸 ⌫
共see Ref. 1, Sec. 1.2 for details兲. The ASC density is the
solution of an integral equation whose form varies according
to which member of the PCM family of models is being
used. The integral equation formalism-PCM 共IEF-PCM兲29,30
共hereafter simply called “PCM”兲 is the model of choice because of its broader applicability to all values of , and because it represents the optimal compromise between accuracy and formal complexity. The integral equation for the
PCM model reads

冉

冊

冉

冊

1
1
+1
Î −
D̂ Ŝ共s兲 = − Î −
D̂ ⌽共s兲,
−1
2
2

共3兲

where ⌽共r兲 is the solute’s electrostatic potential, Î is the
identity operator, while Ŝ and D̂ 共together with its adjoint
D̂쐓兲 are components of the so-called Calderon projector.31
Their expressions are defined as
Ŝ共s兲 =

冕

⌫

D̂쐓共s兲 =

D̂共s兲 =

共s⬘兲 2
d s⬘ ,
兩s − s⬘兩

冕再
⌫

冕再
⌫

共4兲

冎
冎

1

共s⬘兲d2s⬘ ,
 n̂s 兩s − s⬘兩

共5兲


1
共s⬘兲d2s⬘ ,
 n̂s⬘ 兩s − s⬘兩

共6兲

where n̂s is the outward normal direction to the surface at
point s 苸 ⌫.
The formalism described in the following paragraphs is
fairly general and it applies to any integral equation of the
form
T̂共s兲 = − R̂⌽共s兲

共7兲

under the conditions that 共i兲 T̂ = p1共D̂兲Ŝ and R̂ = p2共D̂兲,
where p1 and p2 are two polynomials; 共ii兲 R̂ and T̂ are both
invertible; and 共iii兲 R̂−1T̂ is a positive definite operator on the
Hilbert space L2共⌫兲. It can be proved that these assumptions
are satisfied for IEF-PCM, as well as for Surface and Simulation of Volume Polarization for Electrostatics 共SS共V兲PE兲
共Ref. 32兲 and the Conductor-like PCM 共C-PCM兲.33 In the
case of C-PCM model, T̂ = Ŝ and R̂ = cÎ, where c is a multiplicative constant. The Calderon’s projector component Ŝ is
a positive definite self-adjoint operator; moreover, the operators Ŝ, D̂, and D̂쐓 satisfy the commutation rule
D̂Ŝ = ŜD̂쐓 .

共8兲

Note that, in addition to being positive definite, the operator
R̂−1T̂ is also self-adjoint since
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tor and the above defined functional admits the stationary
condition

关R̂−1T̂兴† = 关p2共D̂兲−1 p1共D̂兲Ŝ兴†

冏 冏

= Ŝp1共D̂쐓兲p2共D̂쐓兲−1

␦G̃

␦˜

= p2共D̂兲 p1共D̂兲Ŝ
−1

= R̂−1T̂.

共9兲

As a consequence of these properties of the R̂−1T̂ operator,
the PCM free energy functional, i.e., the PCM contribution
to the free energy in solution,
G共兲 =

1
−1
2 具,共R̂ T̂兲典⌫

+ 具⌽, 典⌫ ,

共10兲

is strictly convex and it has a unique minimum for  = 0. In
Eq. 共10兲 we introduced the following notation to indicate the
inner product in the Hilbert space L2共⌫兲:
具f,g典⌫ =

冕

f共s兲g共s兲d2s.

⌫

共11兲

The minimum of the functional in Eq. 共10兲 can be easily
found by setting to zero the functional derivative

冏 冏
␦G
␦

=0

= 共R̂−1T̂兲0 + ⌽ = 0 → 共R̂−1T̂兲0 = − ⌽, 共12兲

which corresponds to the solution of an integral equation that
has only the solute’s potential ⌽共r兲 as right hand side and it
is equivalent to Eq. 共7兲 since we assumed that R̂ is invertible. At the minimum, the functional in Eq. 共10兲 gives the
well known expression for the PCM contribution to the free
energy in solution, i.e.,
G共0兲 = 21 具⌽, 0典⌫ .

共13兲

The functional in Eq. 共10兲 is appealing also because of its
straightforward physical interpretation. The term linear in
共s兲 represents the interaction between the solute and an
arbitrary polarization in the dielectric medium, while the
quadratic term accounts for the unfavorable interaction of the
ASC density with itself according to the positive definite,
self-adjoint operator R̂−1T̂. In the optimization with respect
to 共s兲, the linear term will lower the energy, but it will
eventually be balanced by the increase in energy due to the
quadratic term.
The practical issue with Eqs. 共10兲 and 共12兲 is the presence of the inverse of the operator R̂ or the need to invert
R̂−1T̂ in order to find the optimal ASC density 0. However,
it is possible to eliminate R̂−1 altogether through a change of
variable as in

 = R̂†˜ ,

共14兲

which leads to the new functional
G̃共˜兲 = 21 具R̂†˜,共R̂−1T̂兲R̂†˜典⌫ + 具⌽,R̂†˜典⌫
= 21 具˜,共T̂R̂†兲˜典⌫ + 具R̂⌽, ˜典⌫ ,

共15兲

where T̂R̂† is also a self-adjoint and positive definite opera-

˜=˜0

= 共T̂R̂†兲˜0 + R̂⌽ = 0,

共16兲

which leads to an optimal ˜0 = 共R̂†兲−10. Since, as long as
Eq. 共14兲 holds,
G共兲 = G̃共˜兲,

共17兲

it is possible to evaluate the PCM contribution to the free
energy using Eq. 共15兲 which depends on ˜ and does not
require the R̂−1 operator.
B. PCM energy functional in terms of discretized
solute-solvent interface

Practical applications of all PCM models require a discrete representation of the ASC density over the solutesolvent interface ⌫. According to the CSC formalism presented in details elsewhere,5,34 the solute-solvent interface is
discretized in ng surface elements characterized by their position si, their surface area ai, and their outward normal direction n̂i. In addition to these basic geometrical quantities,
each surface element is also characterized by a self-potential
factor f i and a self-field factor gi which are chosen to achieve
an optimal discretized representation of the operators in Eqs.
共4兲–共6兲. The position and the area of the surface elements are
fixed according to the York–Karplus7 共YK兲 discretization
scheme. The ASC density 共s兲 is expanded in terms of surface elements basis functions i, which are typically simple
spherical Gaussian functions,

共r兲 = 兺
i

qi
i共r;si, i兲,
ai

共18兲

so that each surface is also characterized at least by an optimally chosen exponent i for the basis function. The quantities 兵qi其 are the expansion coefficients of the ASC, i.e., the
variational parameters, and correspond to the polarization
charges. The discrete representation of the Ŝ, D̂, and D̂쐓
operators5,35 is achieved through the definition of the S matrix

冦 冧
fi
ai
Sij = 具i兩j典
Sii =

共19兲

and the D쐓 and D matrices

冦
冦

D쐓ii =
D쐓ij

gi
ai


= − n̂i ·
具i兩j典,
 si

Dii =

gi
ai


Dij = −
具i兩j典 · n̂ j ,
sj

冧
冧

共20兲

共21兲
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where the braket notation is used to indicate the integral
具i兩j典 =

冕冕

i共r;si, i兲 j共r⬘ ;s j,  j兲 3 3
d rd r⬘ ,
兩r − r⬘兩

共22兲

which is a standard two-center electron repulsion integral.
Using the definitions in Eqs. 共19兲–共21兲, the matrices representing the operators R̂ and T̂ can be written as34
R =

1
+1
1−
DA
−1
2

共23兲

and
共24兲

T = RS,

where 共A兲ij = ai␦ij is the diagonal matrix collecting the values
of the area of the surface elements. Also, by formally taking
the limit for  → ⬁ one obtains
R⬁ = lim R = 1 −
→⬁

1
DA.
2

共25兲

Using the above definitions, the PCM integral equations in
Eqs. 共3兲 and 共7兲 can be written as
Tq = − R⬁V,

共26兲

where the vector Vi = ⌽共si兲 collects the values of the solute’s
electrostatic potential at the surface elements.
Using currently available discretization schemes, the
representation of the operators in Eqs. 共4兲–共6兲, i.e., the matrices defined in Eqs. 共19兲–共21兲, does not enjoy the same
formal properties of the corresponding operators. In particular, they do not satisfy exactly the commutation rule set forth
in Eq. 共8兲 which in discretized form reads
쐓

DAS ⬇ SAD .

共27兲

This led to the realization that Eq. 共7兲 can be represented
using an arbitrary combination of T and T†. In particular,
three of such combinations are noteworthy and have been
described in the literature, namely,
RSq = − R⬁V,

共28兲

SR†q = − R⬁V,

共29兲

1
2 共RS

共30兲

+ SR†兲q = − R⬁V.

They produce three different sets of polarization charges and
correspond to three different free energies. Typically, these
energy differences are well below 1 kcal mol−1 and they appear to be smaller for less polar solvents where, however, the
overall solute-solvent interaction energy is also smaller. Unfortunately, these differences are difficult to reduce or remove in a controllable or predictable way, simply by increasing the number of the surface elements. Rather, they depend
on other details of the discretization scheme being used, such
as the choice of the diagonal elements of the S, D쐓, and D
matrices, i.e., the representation of the integrable singularities in Eqs. 共4兲–共6兲. The first derivation36 of the IEF-PCM
equations was done as in Eq. 共29兲. On the other hand, some
authors argued that Eq. 共30兲 is more convenient because the
PCM linear system is a symmetric one.32,37 Other authors34,38

choose Eq. 共28兲 because it naturally goes to the right limit
for  → ⬁, i.e.,
lim 共RSq兲 = R⬁Sq = − R⬁V → Sq = − V,

→⬁

共31兲

which is equivalent to the limit for  → ⬁ of the conductorlike model C-PCM.39
Following the formalism introduced in Sec. II A, our
goal is to obtain a discretized version of the free energy
functional defined in Eq. 共10兲 that preserves the properties
we mentioned previously. In particular, the two terms in the
functional must have the usual physical interpretation of
solute-solvent and solvent-solvent interaction, the corresponding PCM equations must have on the left hand side a
symmetric matrix and the right hand side should involve just
the solute’s potential. Note that making use of Eq. 共30兲, as
suggested by some authors,37 is not enough to preserve these
properties of the free energy functional in Eq. 共10兲, although
a similar functional can be written and used for a variational
solution of the associated PCM equations.
Thus, by means of the same procedure described in Sec.
II A, we first rearrange Eq. 共26兲 as follows:
共R⬁−1T兲q = Xq = − V,

共32兲

and then we symmetrize the matrix on the left hand side,
thereby redefining the PCM linear system as

冉

冊 冉

冊

R⬁−1T + T†共R⬁−1兲†
X + X†
q=
q = X̃q = − V,
2
2

共33兲

which is now a symmetric linear system and has only the
potential on the right hand side. Note that, for the same reason why there are various possible discrete representations of
Eq. 共7兲, one can also introduce two alternative versions of
Eq. 共33兲, namely, Xq = −V and X†q = −V. These two equations, together with Eq. 共33兲 and Eqs. 共28兲–共30兲, represent
six different discretized versions of the same PCM problem
in operator form as in Eq. 共7兲. All these different versions
provide the same result in the limit of an exact quadrature.
However, given a finite discretization scheme, we believe it
is better to use from now on Eq. 共33兲 as definition of the
PCM model, as it is the only form among the six mentioned
here that involves both a symmetric matrix and has only the
potential on the right hand side.
Although Eq. 共33兲 is the best suited for a variational
formulation of the PCM model, the presence of the inverse
of the R⬁ matrix makes it impractical for production calculations. Thus, as discussed above, we introduce the change of
variables
共34兲

q = R⬁† q̃,
which leads to the definition of a new set of equations,

冉

冊

TR⬁† + R⬁T†
q̃ = Ỹq̃ = − R⬁V = − Ṽ,
2

共35兲

and a corresponding free energy functional,
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G共q̃兲 = 21 q̃†Ỹq̃ + q̃†Ṽ = 21 q̃†Yq̃ + q̃†Ṽ.

共36兲

The change of variable in Eq. 共34兲 is a linear transformation
of the coordinate system in which the PCM energy functional is expressed. While the 兵qi其 have a clear physical interpretation, their use for the discretized form of Eq. 共10兲 is
impractical as explained above. However, the recombination
of the 兵qi其 into the 兵q̃i其 according to the R⬁† matrix simply
provides a more computationally convenient coordinates system, which does not change the physical significance of the
free energy functional: in particular, the functional assumes
the same value at the minimum and the ASC density distribution can be recovered simply by backtransforming the 兵q̃i其
into the 兵qi其. Additionally, note that in the quadratic term we
can use Y = TR⬁† instead of Ỹ = 21 共Y + Y†兲 since the pre- and
postmultiplication by q̃ make irrelevant any contribution
from the antisymmetric component of the Y matrix.
As discussed in Ref. 5 the choice of the self-potential
and self-field factors used in the definition of the S, D쐓, and
D matrices in Eqs. 共19兲 and 共20兲 consistently leads to matrices that behave as similarly as possible to the corresponding
operators. All the f i are positive numbers while all the gi are
negative and, for the case of a single sphere, the S matrix is
positive definite and strongly diagonal dominant and the
product DASAD쐓 in TR⬁† is also positive definite. In the
case of a general cavity made of interlocking spheres, it is
difficult to construct an analytical argument, but extensive
numerical tests support the same conclusions. Therefore, we
expect the Ỹ matrix to be positive definite, thus ensuring that
G共q̃兲 has the same properties of the functional defined in Eq.
共10兲 in terms of the integral operators: in particular, that it is
strictly convex and therefore admits a unique minimum.
Moreover, an a posteriori argument in support of this hypothesis is the fact that a very simple minded conjugate gradient optimizer consistently finds a minimum of the functional in Eq. 共36兲 which corresponds to the solution of the
linear system in Eqs. 共35兲 and 共33兲 共see Sec. III兲. Finally,
note that the energy functional introduced in Eq. 共36兲 has the
correct limit for large values of , i.e., it goes to the same
limit as the C-PCM energy functional6
lim G共q̃兲 = lim

→⬁

→⬁

冉

1 † −1
q R⬁ RSR⬁† 共R⬁−1兲†q + q†R⬁−1R⬁V
2

1
= q†Sq + q†V
2
= lim

→⬁

冉

冊

1
q†Sq + q†V ,
2f共兲

冊

共37兲

where f共兲 = 共 − 1兲 / . The 兵qi其 provide a good set of coordinates for the minimization of the C-PCM functional and no
variable transformation is required.
C. Continuity with respect to the number of exposed
surface elements

Achieving a formally correct and effective expression
for the PCM energy functional as in Eq. 共36兲 is only enough
for its use in cases when the number of surface elements ng
exposed to the solvent remains constant. Variational minimi-

zation of Eq. 共36兲, at a fixed solute’s geometry, is achieved
when the polarization charges satisfy the PCM equations as
in Eq. 共35兲, and only then Eq. 共36兲 is equivalent to discretized version of Eq. 共13兲, i.e.,
G共q̃0兲 = 21 q̃†0Ṽ = 21 V†q0 = G共q0兲.

共38兲

In other words, the minimization of G共q̃兲 with respect to the
兵q̃i其 is just an alternative to the solution of the PCM equations, but its usefulness is not immediately evident for applications like simultaneous optimization of geometry and PCM
polarization or extended Lagrangian dynamics, i.e., when the
atomic positions can change without assuming that the PCM
equations are satisfied. The key issue in these cases is how to
handle the fact that as the geometry changes, the cavity also
changes and new surface elements can become exposed to
the solvent while existing ones can become buried within the
cavity. Clearly what remains constant, even as the geometry
changes, is the total number of surface elements nall that are
generated from the union of the discretized surfaces of all the
spheres, irrespective of whether they are exposed or not to
the solvent. The difference nsh = nall − ng is the number of
shadow elements, i.e., the number of surface elements that,
for a given geometry of the solute, lie inside the cavity
or—in other words—the surface elements whose weight has
been switched down to zero.
The CSC formalism5 and—in particular—the YK discretization scheme7 can provide a robust formulation of the
free energy functional G共R , q̃兲 that depends on both the set
of atomic positions 兵RA其, which usually correspond to the
location of the centers of the spheres, and the 兵q̃i其. Such
functional can be proved to be free of discontinuities as the
number of exposed surface elements ng changes with 兵RA其.
York and Karplus7 demonstrated the smoothness of the free
energy functional in the case of the C-PCM model, by considering an extended system on equations which include also
the shadow elements, and a suitably transformed S matrix.
However, in their work the possibility of treating the polarization charges as true independent variables is only implicit,
as they always assume that the functional is stationary with
respect to the 兵qi其
In the following, similar to what was done in Ref. 7, we
introduce an extended set of variables6 which includes all nall
surface elements 共both exposed and shadow elements兲 so
that the total number of polarization variables in G共R , q̃兲
cannot change. Hence, we show that there is no discontinuity
in the energy functional as the surface elements move in and
out of the exposed and the shadow sets, carrying with them
q̃i “charges” which may have a value far from optimal. In
particular, we address the issue of nonzero polarization
charges associated with shadow surface elements, and of
their contribution to the free energy. To this end, rather than
transforming the Ỹ matrix in a way similar to that discussed
in Ref. 7, we introduce a further linear transformation of the
variables according to
q̃ = A1/2¯q̃ .

共39兲

¯ i其 has always nall elements and ng of
Note that the set of the 兵q̃
them correspond to the exposed surface elements. The values
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¯ i其 associated with these elements can be related to
of the 兵q̃
the values of the 兵q̃i其 directly using the inverse of Eq. 共39兲,
i.e.,
共40兲

¯q̃ = A−1/2q̃,

which is valid only for the surface elements with ai ⬎ 0. The
¯ i,sh其 are not mapped to the
remaining nsh shadow charges 兵q̃
exposed surface, they do not “feel” neither the solute potential nor the presence of any other polarization charge, and
thus their value is not “controlled” by the laws of electrostatics. Nevertheless, the energy functional G共R , q̃兲 depends on
¯ i,sh其 and their value should be chosen
the shadow charges 兵q̃
accordingly to achieve a variational minimization of the energy. To better understand how the functional G共R , q̃兲 de¯ i,sh其 and to verify that there
pends on the shadow charges 兵q̃
are no discontinuities, we evaluate the limit as the generic
surface element area goes to zero,
1 ¯ † 1/2
1/2¯
¯ † 1/2
共
2 q̃ A YA q̃ + q̃ A Ṽ兲 .
a →0

¯ 兲 = lim
lim G共R,q̃

ai→0

共41兲

i

The linear term involving ¯q̃i vanishes identically while, considering the definition of the Y matrix, the quadratic term in
Eq. 共41兲 seems to contain diverging terms due to the form of
the diagonal elements of the S, D, and D쐓 matrices, while the
off-diagonal elements do not diverge as ai goes to zero and
thus they give no contribution to the limit 关see Eqs.
共19兲–共21兲兴. A more careful examination of the limit for ai
→ 0 shows that the diagonal elements contribute the following quantity:

冋 冉

冊

¯ †A1/2YA1/2¯q̃兲 = lim ¯q̃†A1/2  + 1 1 − 1 DA S
lim 共q̃
−1
2
ai→0
ai→0

冉

⫻ 1−

冊 册

1
AD쐓 A1/2¯q̃
2

冋 冉

冊

1 gi
+1
fi
ai
−
= lim ¯q̃ia1/2
i
 − 1 2 ai ai
ai→0

冉
冋冉

⫻ 1−
=

冊 册
冊 冉 冊册

1 gi 1/2¯
ai a q̃i
2 ai i

 + 1 gi
gi
−
fi 1 −
 − 1 2
2

2
= i¯q̃i,sh
,

¯兲 =
G共R,q̃

1
q̄†A1/2SA1/2q̄ + q̄†A1/2V
2f共兲

=

1 †
1
q†Sq + q†V + q̄sh
q̄sh .
2
2f共兲

共44兲

In this case the change of variable is q = A1/2q̄ and i = f i, and
the equivalence of Eqs. 共44兲 and 共43兲 can easily be proven by
taking the limit of both expressions for  → ⬁. A functional
similar to the one in Eq. 共44兲 was already implicit in the
work of York and Karplus,7 although they never wrote explicitly the 共possibly nonzero兲 energy contribution due to the
shadow charges and in their derivation  = 1.

¯q̃2
i,sh
共42兲

where all i are positive numbers since, by definition, all the
f i are positive while all the gi are negative 共see Sec. II B兲.
Therefore, there are no divergent terms in the PCM energy
¯ i其 charges, which is thus
functional G共R , ¯q̃兲 in terms of the 兵q̃
continuous with respect to changes in the atomic positions
兵RA其. The free energy functional can be written equivalently
in two ways,
¯ 兲 = 1 ¯q̃†A1/2YA1/2¯q̃ + ¯q̃†A1/2Ṽ
G共R,q̃
2
† ¯
= 21 q̃†Yq̃ + q̃†Ṽ + 21 ¯q̃sh
q̃sh .

separately minimizing the terms for i 傺 ng, which amounts to
solving the PCM equations as in Eq. 共35兲, and the term depending on the shadow charges, which represents a sort of
¯ i,sh其. Since all the i coeffiself-energy of the uncoupled 兵q̃
cients are positive, the minimum energy according to Eq.
¯ i,sh其 are set to zero, which is
共44兲 is achieved when all the 兵q̃
consistent with the description of the solvation process according to the PCM model. However, we point out that we
want the geometrical and polarization degrees of freedom to
be able to evolve independently. In particular, during a simultaneous optimization procedure with respect to all variables, a surface element can become buried within the cavity
while associated with a nonzero ¯q̃i or, on the other hand, a
previously buried surface element, whose ¯q̃i has been optimized to zero, can become exposed to the solvent and start to
interact with the solute and the other surface elements.
Therefore, consistent with the use of an extended set of nall
polarization variables, it is necessary to introduce in the free
energy functional a suitable term which depends on the values of the shadow charges. The presence of this term is irrelevant only when the polarization charges satisfy the PCM
equations, but not in the case of an arbitrary distribution of
¯ i其.
兵q̃
¯ i其 set can be
Finally, the change of variables to the 兵q̃
exploited also for the C-PCM energy functional, which assumes the form

共43兲

Note that the minimum value of the free energy functional
G共R , ¯q̃兲 for a given solute’s geometry can be reached by

D. Effective evaluation of the energy functional and
its analytical gradient

In sections II A–II C we introduced a formal framework
whose major result is a unified variational formulation of the
PCM models, which is continuous even as the atoms in the
solute move and the surface elements become exposed to the
solvent or buried within the solute’s cavity. In the following
we present the working equations for an effective evaluation
of the PCM free energy functional and its derivatives with
respect to the atomic positions and the polarization variables
¯ i其, which allow for the simultaneous optimization of the
兵q̃
solute’s geometry and the ASC density.
The working expression for the evaluation of the energy
functional is Eq. 共43兲; in practice, it is implemented using the
equivalent expression
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¯ 兲 = G共R,q̃兲 + 1 ¯q̃† q̃
¯ sh
G共R,q̃
2 sh

冋 冉

= V+S

1
1
q̃
q+
2
−1

 G共R,q兲

冊册

 RA
†

1 † ¯
q + ¯q̃sh
q̃sh ,
2

共45兲

¯
q̃i = a1/2
i q̃i,

and where
where for each exposed surface element
the vector q is defined as q = R⬁† q̃.
The gradient of the free energy functional in Eq. 共45兲
¯ i其 charges, for a given configuration of
with respect to the 兵q̃
the solute’s atoms, is
¯兲
 G共R,q̃

 ¯q̃

= A1/2

 G共R,q̃兲
 q̃

¯ sh
+ q̃

冋 冉

= A1/2 R⬁ V +

冊

册

1
1
¯ sh ,
Sq̃ + Sq +
Sq + q̃
−1
−1
共46兲

and it can be assembled with only one contraction of the S
matrix with two vectors and one contraction of D with one
vector.40
One the other hand, the gradient of the free energy functional in Eq. 共45兲 with respect to the position of the generic
atom A can be written as follows:
¯兲
 G共R,q̃

 RA

=

 G共R,q̃兲
 RA

1 †  ¯
+ ¯q̃sh
q̃sh
2  RA
=

冉 冊
冉
V
 RA

†

冉

冊

1
 A  G共R,q̃兲
− q̃† A−1
2
 RA
 q̃

冋

1
 R⬁
 T
q + q̃†
共2V + T†q̃兲 +
q
2
 RA
 RA

冊

1
 A  G共R,q̃兲 1 ¯ †   ¯
− q̃† A−1
+ q̃sh
q̃sh ,
2
2  RA
 RA
 q̃

册
共47兲

where the first term on the right hand side represents the
direct dependence of the functional on the atomic coordinates while the second term arises from the indirect dependence through the derivatives of the linear transformation
between ¯q̃ and q̃, and involves the same intermediate quantity used in Eq. 共46兲. This extra dependence is due to the fact
that Eq. 共39兲 involves the area of the surface element, which
in turn depends on the position of the atoms, if the surface
element lies in the switching region defined according to the
YK discretization scheme.7 Finally, the last term in Eq. 共47兲
is usually zero as long as the radii of the spheres do not
depend on the atomic positions, but it should be included in
the formal derivation for the sake of generality, and it would
be required whether added spheres were to be generated to
approximate the solvent excluded surface 共SES兲 by means of
the GePol algorithm.41
The above expression can be evaluated using the same
approach previously developed and implemented for the gradient of the PCM energy corresponding to Eq. 共26兲 and described in Ref. 34. Without repeating here any of the details
of the derivation, the final expression obtained in Ref. 34
reads

=

冉 冊
V
 RA

†

冋

册

1
 T
†  R⬁
w + 共V†T−1
V+
q ,
 兲
2
 RA
 RA
共48兲

where w are the so-called polarization weights. This allows
us to reuse the already existing code for the PCM gradient to
compute the first term of the right hand side of Eq. 共47兲 by
†
replacing w with q, 共V†T−1
 兲 with q̃, and V with 共2V + Tq̃兲.
Note that, since the atomic positions 兵RA其 and the 兵q̃i其
are now two sets of independent variables, the first term on
the right hand side of Eq. 共47兲 does not assume that the
polarization charges satisfy the PCM equations and thus it is
not the complete derivative of the energy with respect to
兵RA其. Indeed, the latter assumes the form of Eq. 共47兲 where
two additional contributions are present.
III. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

The variational formalism introduced in section II has
been implemented in a development version of the GAUSSIAN
suite of programs.42 In particular, we implemented the free
energy functional in Eq. 共43兲 and its derivatives in connection to MM methods. A MM geometry optimizer which alternates conjugate gradient and linear search steps has been
generalized to handle simultaneously both geometrical and
polarization variables, or only the geometrical variables
when the PCM equations are solved for a given set of atomic
coordinates. The universal force field 共UFF兲 共Ref. 43兲 has
been used throughout, both for gas phase and in solution
calculations. The atomic charges have been determined using
the QEq algorithm.44 A scaled van der Waals surface is built
around the solute using the UFF radii43 scaled by a factor of
1.1. This choice of radii and scale factor usually leads to a
cavity similar to the SES, at least in terms of total surface
and volume. The discretization of the cavity surface is such
that there are approximately five surface elements per Å2.
In the following, by standard calculation we indicate a
calculation where the PCM equations as in Eq. 共35兲 are
solved, the gradient with respect to the atomic position of the
corresponding free energy contribution is computed and used
to decide the change in the solute’s geometry. On the other
hand, by variational calculation we indicate the case where
the molecular geometry of the solvated system is obtained by
simultaneous minimization of the energy functional in Eq.
共43兲, which is used to compute the PCM energy contribution,
while its first derivatives with respect to the atomic position
are computed according to Eq. 共47兲 and, at the same time,
the first derivatives with respect to the polarization variables
are evaluated as in Eq. 共46兲. Both sets of derivatives are used
to figure out the step in the space of both the atomic positions and the polarization degrees of freedom.
Tables I–IV collect the results for the standard and the
variational formulations of PCM applied to the geometry optimization of a group of molecules in different solvents. The
optimizations are performed with the conjugate gradient algorithm described above. Such algorithm, however, does not
yet include any improvement that would make it more effective in performing simultaneous optimizations of atomic coordinates and polarization variables. The two groups of vari-
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TABLE I. Comparison between standard and variational PCM calculations in water 共 = 78.36兲: energies
共millihartree兲, number of steps for the optimization 共Nopt兲, total number of matrix-vector products 共Nmult兲, and
elapsed time 共s兲. The calculations were performed on one six-core CPU AMD Opteron 8435. Et= Ethyl, Ph
= Phenyl, PNA= p-nitroaniline.
Variational
Solute
H2CO
CH3COH
CH3COCH3
EtCOCH3
EtCOEt
PNA
PhCOH
PhCOOH
PhCOCH3

Standard

Energy

Nopt

Nmult

Time

Energy

Nopt

Nmult

Time

⫺8.3293
⫺31.8152
⫺98.0786
⫺21.9940
53.4225
⫺5.7194
21.2880
2.1916
⫺0.8026

101
218
282
313
316
198
528
699
875

1140
2398
3050
3408
3450
2240
5576
6828
9034

36
162
117
171
220
169
338
443
687

⫺8.3293
⫺31.8152
⫺98.0785
⫺21.9939
53.4225
⫺5.7194
21.2879
2.1916
⫺0.8025

7
41
17
28
35
16
39
43
47

1236
10 992
4224
7758
10 656
4494
11 964
12 738
13 938

34
339
125
291
493
245
495
566
810

ables are treated equally and no attempt has been made to
differentiate them in order to obtain a more accurate step in
either one variable subspace. Work in this direction is under
way and will be reported in a separate communication.
The quantities we consider are the final energy in millihartree, the number of steps to reach the minimum 共Nopt兲, the
total number of matrix-vector products 共Nmult兲, and the
elapsed time. By matrix-vector product we indicate the operation of generating the required integrals and integral derivatives 关as in Eq. 共22兲兴 and their contraction with a suitable
vector. Before moving to the analysis of the results it is useful to comment on how Nmult is evaluated. In a standard
calculation, the value of the polarization charges at each geometry optimization step is computed by solving the PCM
equations iteratively, without storing any matrix of integrals
in memory, but rather recalculating them as needed. This
provides a fairer comparison with the variational approach,
and it puts the prototypical calculations we are showing in
the same conditions as those on a large system, where storing
the integrals in memory would be too demanding. The number of matrix-vector products for each optimization step is
computed considering that each iteration for the solution of
the PCM problem requires six products, and six more products are required to evaluate the gradient of the free energy
in solution with respect to the atomic coordinates, once the
iterative solution has converged. On the other hand, for each
optimization step in the variational approach, one product is
required to evaluate the energy, three more to assemble the
gradient with respect to the polarization variables, and again

six products are required to compute the gradients with respect to the atomic coordinates. In addition, the variational
calculation includes a full solution of the PCM equations at
the starting geometry to provide the initial values for the
polarization variables.
The convergence criterion for the iterative solution of
the PCM equations in the standard approach is such that both
the root mean square 共rms兲 and the maximum variation of
the polarization charges are below 10−9. The convergence
criteria for the atomic coordinates in the geometry optimization require that the maximum force is ⬍1.125⫻ 10−4, the
force rms is ⬍7.5⫻ 10−5, the maximum displacement of a
coordinate is ⬍4.5⫻ 10−4, and the rms displacement is
⬍3 ⫻ 10−4. In the case of the variational PCM calculation,
the criteria for the convergence of the polarization variables
are one order of magnitude smaller than the ones for the
atomic coordinates. Note that these convergence criteria are
strongly conservative as we aim to compare fully converged
results from the standard and the variational calculations.
We point out that in the standard approach we need to
achieve tight convergence on the charges before computing
the gradient with respect to the geometrical degrees of freedom. One could consider using a looser convergence far
from the minimum, but in such condition the energy would
not be accurate enough to be used by the optimization algorithm, leading to a less effective and possibly problematic
minimization. On the other hand, in the variational approach,

TABLE II. Comparison between standard and variational PCM calculations in dichloromethane 共 = 8.93兲:
energies 共millihartree兲, number of steps for the optimization 共Nopt兲, total number of matrix-vector products
共Nmult兲, and elapsed time 共s兲. The calculations were performed on one six-core CPU AMD Opteron 8435. Ph
= Phenyl, PNA= p-nitroaniline.
Variational
Solute
PNA
PhCOH
PhCOOH
PhCOCH3

Standard

Energy

Nopt

Nmult

Time

Energy

Nopt

Nmult

Time

⫺3.9839
22.4299
3.3182
0.2493

147
554
615
882

1712
5824
6416
9098

130
351
415
699

⫺3.9802
22.4299
3.3182
0.2495

16
39
43
47

4332
11 466
12 138
12 696

235
474
539
691
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TABLE III. Comparison between standard and variational PCM calculations in cyclohexane 共 = 2.02兲: energies
共millihartree兲, number of steps for the optimization 共Nopt兲, total number of matrix-vector products 共Nmult兲, and
elapsed time 共s兲. The calculations were performed on one six-core CPU AMD Opteron 8435. Ph= Phenyl,
PNA= p-nitroaniline.
Variational

Standard

Solute

Energy

Nopt

Nmult

Time

Energy

Nopt

Nmult

Time

PNA
PhCOH
PhCOOH
PhCOCH3

1.7545
26.0835
6.9794
3.5838

267
673
663
1039

2906
7014
6896
10 644

240
461
484
868

1.7546
26.0835
6.9795
3.5840

11
39
41
47

2706
10 980
11 322
13 452

187
540
601
806

the free energy functional in Eq. 共43兲 does not require at all
convergence of the charges in order to compute with equal
accuracy both the energy and the gradient.
We compared the free energy corresponding to the optimized geometry in solution according to both the PCM and
C-PCM models in both standard and variational calculations.
For this comparison, we used a very large dielectric constant
共 = 1012兲 to numerically confirm that the two methods are
equivalent in the limit of  → ⬁. Indeed, they converged to
the same minimum and the energy differences were consistently smaller than 10−7 hartree. This represents an internal
check of the correctness of the implementation.
Table I collects the results obtained for a group of small
molecules, using both the standard and the variational formulation of PCM, and using water as solvent. As can be expected, Nopt is much smaller in the standard calculations,
since the number of variables to be optimized 共i.e., the
atomic coordinates兲 is much smaller than in the variational
calculations. Moreover, in the variational calculations the optimization algorithm shows very slow convergence on the
polarization variables in the proximity of the minimum. This
adds a significant number of steps to the variational optimization, where the geometry appears to be practically unchanged and the energy only changes by a very small
amount. Notwithstanding the slow convergence, the overall
number of matrix-vector products Nmult is definitely smaller
in the variational calculations, especially for the larger molecules in the group. Accordingly, the elapsed time is favorable to the simultaneous optimization of geometry and polarization. Similar trends are observed when dichloromethane
共i.e., a less polar solvent兲 is used. According to Table II, the
variational PCM is faster than the traditional one for the first
three solutes, while the timing is similar for PhCOCH3 because of the large number of steps required by the variational
approach. Again, very similar conclusions can be reached
looking at Table III where the results using cyclohexane as

solvent are collected. In this case, also for p-nitro-aniline
共PNA兲 the variational calculation is somewhat slower than
the standard one.
In Table IV we report the results for a quite larger solute,
i.e., tuftsin 共Thr-Lys-Pro-Arg兲, using water as solvent. For
this case we measured the differences between the optimized
structure obtained with the standard and the variational approaches and we found a rms difference of ⬍0.0001 Å and
a maximum difference of 0.0005 Å among the bond lengths,
rms of ⬍0.01° and maximum difference of 0.27° among the
bond angles, and rms of 0.18° and maximum of 3.76° among
the dihedral angles. We emphasize that the elapsed time in
Table IV is in hours. This example clearly shows the advantage of the variational approach over the standard one, especially considering that the number of optimization steps required by the variational calculations should be significantly
reduced by an optimization algorithm that was aware of the
two different sets of variables and capable of choosing better
steps in each variable space. Moreover, as previously noted,
in these examples we used strongly conservative convergence criteria. The use of less strict criteria is currently under
investigation and initial results seem to be in favor of the use
of the variational approach.
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

In this paper we introduce a new variational formulation
of the PCM of solvation. Within such formulation the PCM
charges, which represent the polarization of the dielectric
continuum, become independent variables and are treated on
the same footing as the position of the atoms of the solute
and the solute’s electronic density distribution. All these variables are used to define a free energy functional whose variational minimization leads to the free energy of the solute at
its equilibrium geometry in solution. In particular, we demonstrated that such energy functional is free of discontinuities even when surface elements repeatedly emerge and start

TABLE IV. Comparison between standard and variational PCM calculations in water 共 = 78.36兲: energies
共millihartree兲, number of steps for the optimization 共Nopt兲, total number of matrix-vector products 共Nmult兲, and
elapsed time 共h兲. The calculations were performed on one six-core CPU AMD Opteron 8435.
Variational

Tuftsin

Standard

Energy

Nopt

Nmult

Time

Energy

Nopt

Nmult

Time

120.6882

5054

50 992

13.5

120.6517

384

201 204

30
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to interact with the solute and the dielectric continuum, or
become buried within the solute cavity. This property allows
the functional to be effectively applied to the simultaneous
minimization with respect to both geometry and polarization
variables, and we conclude that the variational approach can
compete successfully with the standard approach which alternates a solution of the PCM problem and a step in the
solute geometry. We are working on improving existing optimization procedures to deal effectively with the different
sets of variables involved in such simultaneous optimization
problem, and on extending this approach to QM methods.
Additionally, we are currently pursuing, with some promising early results, two other applications of the PCM free
energy functional, namely, the simultaneous optimization of
electronic density and polarization in the case of semiempirical method and the formulation and implementation of an
extended Lagrangian MD approach, where the polarization
degrees of freedom are characterized by a suitable fictitious
mass and are propagated together with the solute atomic coordinates.
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